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What is SILVA Token ?
SILVA Token is an investment, multicurrency and
multifunctional online platform based on blockchain
technology.
SILVA Token is a unique service that allows
individuals to make payments from the comfort of
their home in fiat currencies or crypto-currencies, to
multiple online and offline stores.
SILVA Token is a multi-functional platform which
allows each participant to keep money in a multicurrency online wallet, buy and sell currency on the
exchange, invest money, get a huge benefit in a
convenient currency.

Introduction Name:
SILVA TOKEN
Ticker: SILVA
Type: BEP20
Platform : BSC
Total Supply:
2,000,000,000,000,000 Token (100%)
SILVA Teams provide 40% to liquidity pool,
LP token received from the pool will be LOCKED
for 3 YEARS, 1% taken as developer fee

ROADMAP
AND FUTURE PLAN
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

Concept

Coingecko Listing

Research

Coinmarketcap Listing

Development Token

Big Marketing Campaigns

Development Webs

Many Influencer

Project Lounch

Promotial

Token SALE

Various adds, social

Listing PancakeSwap

media presence on all

Marketing Campaigns

continents

1000 Holders

Surprise for the
Community
10.000 Holders

ROADMAP
AND FUTURE PLAN
PHASE 3

PHASE 4

50.000 Holders

Marketing Campaigns

Merchandising

100.000 Holders

Tier 2 Exchange Listings

Tier 1 Centralized

Marketing Campaigns

Exchanges

SILVA/ERA SWAP

PHASE 5
Own Mobile Phone Wallet
To be announced…

TOKENOMICS TAX
* Liquidity - 4%

* Redistribution Holder - 2%
* Burn - 1%
* Team - 1%
* Marketing - 3%
* Tip to the Dev - 0.5%
* Jumlah Transaksi maks - 2%

TOKEN
ALLOCATION
* Dev - 1%
* Team - 2%
* Marketing - 5%
* Social Grant - 2%
* Burn - 50%

* Pancake Liquidity - 40%

We will donate from our charity wallet
to our partners and foundations. The
community can vote on how much,
when and where to donate!

Legal Disclaimer
Please study the following legal disclaimer section in full. It is
incumbent upon an individual or entity (which henceforth shall be
inclusive) to comply with all legal, financial, tax and all other laws and
to consult with a certified professional before making any pertinent
decision. All information contained herein is in no way exhaustive and
does not constitute in part or whole any contractual relationship,
explicit or implied. It is our full intention that the information in this
white paper is accurate and up to date. However, all such information
and materials including but not limited to products, services,
technical architecture, token distribution and company timelines are
subject to change at any time without notice and can never be
considered part of a binding agreement or professional advice. New
information will be made available for private and public contributors
and may appear outside of this white paper and is subject to all rules
outlined in this disclaimer.
This white paper does not bind or compel any individual to enter into
any contract, contribution, purchase, or binding legal commitment.
Furthermore, no sales, contract, cryptocurrency or any form of
payment can be accepted based upon this white paper. In addition,
this white paper does not have any capacity to render any of the
aforementioned as binding legal commitments to the contribution of
the whitepaper or any pertinent expectations. This white paper does
not constitute any form or opinion which can be considered advice or
solicitation including but not limited to purchasing our token, nor shall
it be considered to play a part in any effect leading to- and includinga contract or investment decision.
The white paper has not been examined or approved by any
regulatory authority or legal firm. All information in this white paper
is not subject to any law and cannot be taken under any regulatory or
legal authority or any rules of jurisdiction. It is hereby announced that
its publication, distribution and dissemination do not apply to any
laws, regulatory requirements or rules.

Join Our Awesome Community
Keep up-to-date and find out how you can
get involved in all our social media
channels.Follow, like and share!

https://twitter.com/ERANetworkGroup
https://twitter.com/EraTokens
https://twitter.com/SILVAToken

Telegram Global :
http://t.me/ERANetworkChat
Telegram ID :
http://t.me/SilvaTokenId
http://t.me/SilvaToken

Facebook :
http://facebook.com/ERATokens

